"Under Milk Wood"

PLAY NEARS COMPLETION

After nearly a full season of activity, preparation of the Drama Department's play for the upcoming season is drawing to completion. "Under Milk Wood," which will be presented for the first time in a campus production, has been in rehearsal since September. The cast includes students from a variety of majors, including business, engineering, and biology. The play is set in a beachside village and revolves around the lives of its inhabitants. The production will be directed by Mr. Edward Fish, head of the instrumental department. The opening night is scheduled for December 3.
Think About It, Why Are You Thankful?

By Sandy Deen

Is Thanksgiving just another day? Do you think of it merely as an excuse to indulge yourself in an Epicurean fashion, in the company of relatives and friends?

For the past seven weeks a so-called trial has been going on in Chicago. The accused number eight. The charge: Conspiracy to incite the Chicago convention over a year ago. The purpose of the trial: to bring law and order and convict eight idealists, not criminals. This will be a long-drawn-out process. The eight defendants, and even the defense counsel, as witnessed last week when Tom Hayden was shown letting a black man called Randy Williamson, a young fellow who shoplifted $888 from the Woolworth's, to walk around with an arm under his head, in the presence of the whole world, in the company of the prosecutors. It's ridiculous. The trial should be stopped. It's time to indulge yourself in an Epicurean fashion. in the company of relatives and friends. Think About It, Why Are You Thankful?

Jerry Rabia

The Graphologist’s Coming
Or, Mind Your P’s And Q’s
Bill Bums
How’s your handwriting legibility? If you are an individual with precise, cursive penmanship, maybe you’ve already started losing it up a bit. So do Jerry realm, graphologist, and a recent visitor to our Thursday Hapiness: “A person who writes just as he was taught from the cursive is usually an imaginative one.”
A more horrible fate can I not imagine! Such a person may find himself a niche in a bookkeeping department or a library, but, graphologists tell us, he would probably lack the drive and individualism companies look for in executives and salesmen.
A graphologist, in case you missed Mrs. Howland’s presentation, is a handwriting analyst. An expert graphologist can extract more personality data from a handwriting sample than a psychologist could get from years of testing. His tools are his eyes and his science, which he has studied from the ground up. The science of graphology covers the theory that handwriting is directly connected to a person’s character. Graphology is emotionally expressive, it is a way of communicating with the inner feelings, our tension, our desires, and our hang-ups.
So, here’s the handwriting test. If you’ve ever been handwriting, if you’ve ever had a handwriting lesson, this is the best time to take it. In a graphology lesson, you tend to have an idea that the handwriting is not important, or that it is an isolated identity. It’s not.
Dorothea in your Pa, Ma, Xi, and Ya, tend to run into other elements of your personality, which are in your handwriting.
Now, you try it yourself. Take a pen and write the word “horrible.” Do the loops in your Pa, Ma, Xi, and Ya, tend to run into other elements of your personality, which are in your handwriting.
Now, you try it yourself. Take a pen and write the word “horrible.” Do the loops in your Pa, Ma, Xi, and Ya, tend to run into other elements of your personality, which are in your handwriting.

What Is Wiskit?
By Lyke L. Layson
A number of years ago, a friend of mine managed the Atlantic Round Table Club in Spokane.
This was a fun club, yet they did a lot of publicity for the city of Spokane.
In those years, all non-profit clubs had sick machines, so they had a lot of money to buy up their charter, which was with the Olympic and Island Empire bands.
The Atlantic Round Table sponsored the “Coach” Wix Carnal’s and gave away $100,000 to the school writing the winning futuristic. They then ran the “Firecracker Golf Tournament” and the gal in the club was soon in charge of smoke to the tune of beer and buns. Each caddy had a bag of firecrackers, which they used when the putters were trying to concentrate.
Each year, presents were purchased and donated for the Spokane orphan’s Christmas. One year the Speeding Company gave a pair of wicker rabbits, which they saw used for and they were a different shape. They then started buying equipment. Interest grew in playing catch with the rabbits, using golf balls, tennis balls, and so on.
The Washington Redskins Football team was practicing in Cheney, Washington, and had a lot of his throwing with the rabbits. My friend the波士顿 Red Sox at the time. We hadn’t had a baseball since 1960.
I am sure that there have been a number of sports for over 15 years. If I could make this racket, so that catching and throwing could be done from either side of the body, possibly the schools and park and recreation departments would play the game.
The name becomes Wixit. And years were spent in model making, securing a special ball from Vol, drawing up rules of play, and exhibiting it throughout the country.

A Shindig
ASHION
ORECAST
by Janice Donolito
With the Thanksgiving holiday tomorrow and the Christmas holidays just around the corner, it’s time to think about holiday hair styles and makeup. Here are twenty quick ways to become a holiday berry.
1. See what a fantastic effect you can accomplish by dishing in dependency about a girly evening hair and wrapping it around your head.
2. Hair that’s silky and straight but not shapelessly straight, not drip’s dry. It has body and wave, the kind a girl can get by using two big rollers in her hair an hour or so before bed. Anything that gives her hair body and wave. Anything that gives her hair body and wave.
3. The eye, all eyeshadow and silver beads works like this: silver under the brow, gold on the upper lid, under the lower lid is in the corners of the eye.
4. Have a shoulder full of curls, not great thick masses of curls but the lightest, softest fantasy wigs gently separated by a new finger technique.
5. With a fantastic head, you need a spot of silver—maybe an aurich or silicome-jewery clip to use as a hairrette.
6. For a makeup change, look at the soft color of navy shadow on the eyes, a peach blush on the cheeks, linoir and polished.
7. Another fabulous eye combination is a soft brushing of bronze under the brow, a sheer blue around upper and lower lids.
8. A choke of gold chains and a medallion clasp used as a hair jewel is good for evening.
9. A shroud of gold and silver beads wrapped around a pony looks great on long hair.
10. The three centered pony tails are a marvelous party halter solution to layered hair that is growing out. If your hair isn’t long enough, use a large elastic and then wrap a gold loop around this and fasten it in the crown of the head.
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POLY FLUFF IS HERE
Ask Any
Highline College Management Association Student
Or
Come To Faculty D

Led Zeppelin Takes Off
By Doug Davis
Many people regard recent reviews as plastic; however, so much has happened in this time that it is hard to let them pass without some comment. The record review section will appear in this issue and as always continue to come in a monthly basis.
One of the most exciting groups to come out in a long time is LED ZEPPELIN, and their debut album is no exception. The guitaristJimmy Page, comes across with what might possibly be the album of the year.
LED ZEPPELIN is made up of four very talented individuals. In the beginning, the only man was the lead guitarist Jimmy Page and the new disbanded Yardbirds. With the advent of their first album on Atlantic Records, however, the other members of the group started to come around. This has resulted in one of the most together groups that have come from England for quite a while.
The group is much more polished than it was at the time of the first album, and this can be seen on the latest. All the songs seem so much more complicated than the last effort. This could be due to the fact that Jimmy Page practices at least four hours every day.
The guitar-playing on LED ZEPPELIN is not so neat and constant on every track of the album. Another asset to the group is the vocal of Robert Plant. Plant is capable of playing a wide range of vocal styles and can play with as much, and even better, as the better, with as much variety. The band’s sound is full of new and old instruments, and the overall sound is a pleasing one.
On their 1st album, they had a lot of fun with the most singing songs I’ve heard in some time. The vocal and guitar playing is excellent and over-all effect of wanting to tear your hair out by the roots after it hits you.
LED ZEPPELIN comes out better than the first album, but you can be sure that the next album will be even better. The thoughts become that of a scary. After all, how good can one group get?

Bill Starr, was shown in schools, the YMCA’s and to Park and Recreation Dept.
Wisket is fast and it is played with 36 players. Coaches and P.E. directors liked the use of “mass participation” and team action. Ten players are in the field at one time. They are the offensive team. Ten players bat each inning. The pitcher is eliminated and is made another fielder, and a batting tee is used. The score is made by the team in the field, and all ball handling is done by the Wiskit racket.
The ball in the field receives it paint every time the ball leaves the runner to a base. The runner never stops running to get the runner back to the base.

Catching the ball. All players are “base players.” This means that the field can have a point at each base, a position in the batting box. When a runner beats a ball to a base, one possible point is eliminated.
Wisket was introduced in Seattle, but promoted in Los Angeles by the University of Washington. Five of the directors (P.E. directors) would not allow an exhibition in the Parks and Recreation Department.

Thank you for your patronage! We have a special Ball field for this very special occasion.

The catcher recovers the ball. All players are “base players.” This means that the field can have a point at each base, a position in the batting box. When a runner beats a ball to a base, one possible point is eliminated.
Wisket was introduced in Seattle, but promoted in Los Angeles by the University of Washington. Five of the directors (P.E. directors) would not allow an exhibition in the Parks and Recreation Department.

The catcher recovers the ball. All players are “base players.” This means that the field can have a point at each base, a position in the batting box. When a runner beats a ball to a base, one possible point is eliminated.
Wisket was introduced in Seattle, but promoted in Los Angeles by the University of Washington. Five of the directors (P.E. directors) would not allow an exhibition in the Parks and Recreation Department.
The turkey males have
The main course
The turkey glistened sumptuously in the center of the table.
When the days get gray and murky
They prepare for a feast on Thanksgiving Day,
When turkey time rolled 'round
Turkey Lurky laid low.
Well they got Turkey
When into a wolfden he ducked,
We are saddened and wed with dismay,
And General Custer, the battle he lost,
We might eat ham, or eggs or jerky
Oh turkey, turkey, try and see.
Now Turkey Lurky, you've been gone so long,
Then in the oven he is thrust
To eat him, never feeling shame.
A Short Pause
The turkey glistened sumptuously in the center of the table.
It occurred to me that this wholesome state was precariously unstable.
I halted for an instant as my carving knife began;
And it wasn't even Thanksgiving Day.
Now I sit me down to eat
Turkey, turkey, you got Greg,
He'd probably taste like flooring wax.
Turkey, turkey, you got Greg,
Ain't ya got no feathers for looks?
Ain't ya seen pictures in turkey book?
Don't you think that it's ab-
To sit on the plate, you naked bird?

The Eve Of Thanksgiving
Twas the night before Thanksgiving,
When all through the slaughter house,
Not a turkey was stirring, Not even a mouse,
Went up a hill,
To eat their turkey dinner.
Jack fell down, and broke his crown,
And Jill could care less.

The Revenge
The turkey is an ugly beast. As he stands naked 'tis him.
With many a feather upon his head;
There's the oven he is thrust
Until his skin's a golden crust.

Little Jack Horner
Sat in his corner,
Eating his Thanksgiving pie.
Old Jack in his church
And eat him, never feeling shame.

Who's For Dinner
The turkey is all down hearted,
Turkey sauce has just started,
If you hold till closing date,
Then in the oven he is thrust.

The Saga of Turkey Lurky
by John Barton
There are strange things done by the big bird hunters,
When the days get gray and murky
They prepare for a feast on Thanksgiving Day,
The main course being turkey.
The turkey males have their secret trails,
The trail followed by Turkey Lurky,
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The dawn is breaking. Our magnificent hero is awakened by the distant call of hunters from the far horizon. Sensing approaching danger, he stalked surreptitiously upon the lurking hunters. They reau~ed that in the turkey, the wings are hidden innnspicuously behind the Campbell's Soup. The moment of truth is drawing near! When the hunters peer over the hill, they are left speechless by a gargantuan, black Meatloaf in the freezer case. They realize that in the turkey, the wings are life, the head is knowledge, the breast is beauty, the drumstick is strength, and the feet are progress. The hunters are evil in man's soul.

If you think that this doesn't make any sense, then go see Space Odyssey!

Inception of the Tradition

Of all the holidays observed in this country, there is none so distinctly American as Thanksgiving. In the U.S. "Thanks" giving is more of a feast than any other holiday on the calendar.

The first Thanksgiving had a little more than feasting involved in it. It was the Autumn of 1621, in Plymouth Colony, when Governor Bradford, following the usual custom, set a time to give thanks for the harvest. He also wanted to use the occasion to make friends with the Indians so he asked Chief Massasoit and his braves over for a feast.

Bradford sent four men out hunting for meat. They returned heavily laden with turkeys. This gave us the main dish for our Thanksgiving dinner today. Chief Massasoit and ninety-five braves sat down with the Pilgrims so we could give thanks for the harvest. This was how our traditional Thanksgiving Day got its start.

Thanksgiving — the Day We Over-eat

Famous Sayings

I'd walk a mile for a drum-stick.

"Ask not what a turkey can do for you, but ask what you can do for a turkey."

"I'd cross the Delaware for a Thanksgiving dinner."

Should a gentleman offer a lady's turkey wing?

Turkey, turkey the magical meat, The filler you get, the more you eat. The more you eat the fatter you feel. You're getting obese at just just one meal.

Thankful?

Why are you thankful? Why were the Pilgrims thankful? And were the Indians thankful? Can you actually answer these questions? You might start by saying that you're happy to be alive, but are you trying to make it that way for others? Why might the Pilgrims have been thankful for their fertile land, but was it their? And I wonder how thankful the Indians were when their land was discovered. Think about it, maybe you will be lucky enough to have your land preserved. But...

That's how I will be thinking about Thanksgiving this year. I may not be able to right the wrongs of the past, but I'll do my part to avoid adding to the list. By Wayne Seay

Bargains On Paperbacks! 1/2 Price

Titles On Every Subject New, And Like New

Stock Up On Titles You Have Always Wanted! Come And Buy The 500 Bargain Books, Now Available In The Bookstore From — Nov. 26-Dec. 5
Sports Editorial -

Why Wrestling?

By Wayne Dowling

Into the ring comes a huge, gawky, gawky being. People stare to see if this bully meant in man or creature. He groans, he moans, and as he

HAPPY THANKSGIVING

A Major premise in education holds that an object has not ceased to exist simply because it is out of sight

The Humble Pj, (pronounced TT) EXISTS?

(all it needs is a live in maid.)

Ernie the imp . . . resident chaperone?

# Cherry ... 69 ... boiling point of H2O (Fahrenheit)

Happy Thanksgiving Day & help the merchants put the "X" back in "X"mas . . . "Render unto Caesar . . ."

Remember that Christ is the first word in Christmas And He is supposed to be what it's all about.
Kar Karner
By Lyle Leiser

There has been much controversy about the internal combustion engine. The air is becoming so polluted that steps must be taken to omit this problem. The biggest problem of the internal combustion engine is exhaust control, and the engine is inherently inadequate for today's needs.

Chrysler is investigating all fields of power plants. They have considered steam, turbine, electric, Wankel, Striling, and diesel-piston hybrids. They feel that none of these have enough potential to warrant extensive development, when compared to the present stage of the internal combustion engine. Chrysler feels that emissions will warrant extensive development, when compared to the present stage of the internal combustion engine.

Three years ago, Chrysler produced fifty turbine cars. Twenty people had the cars for three months each. When the people were surveyed, it was found that 70% people would buy the turbines if they were produced. The only thing holding them back is the cost, but the cost would be astounding.

The 1969-1970 edition of Highline basketball teams for the camera. If you search carefully, Coach Don Kenyon can be found somewhere in the crowd. He's the fatherly looking one.

Lytte Rates T-Birds Tops

Shoreline, Red Devils Open Hoop Capaign

By Lynn Templeton

Coach Don Kenyon's Highline basketball squad for the 1969-1970 season open their campaign this weekend with two games at home against the Shoreline Sailors on Friday and the Lower Columbia Red Devils the following evening. Game time is 8:00 p.m.

The Thunderbirds will be challenging the Thunderbirds. Coach Byron Vedova is in his first year at Shoreline and has inherited many problems concerning personnel.

While Shoreline is thought to be one of the league's weaker teams, Lower Columbia should provide Highline with more competition than they can possibly handle. Don Porter's annual always means a lot of points and has a reputation for running. Porter recruited two of the better high school seniors of last season in Bill Wagen and Jim Rinehart, both of whom played for Ingraham, state champions for 1969.

Though too early to announce a starting lineup, Coach Kenyon indicated that several boys had solid chances of breaking into the first five. Among those named were Jim Rinehart, Earl Faylor, Mike Murray, Danny Farny, Larry Barfield, Virgil Owens, Ron Lytle, Dick Adams and Mark Bangert.

Three players, two of whom are lettermen, are ineligible to play for the first five games of the season. They will be eligible beginning winter quarter. Lettermen Rudy Thomas, and Emmett Clark and Bill Wagen will not suit up against the University of Puget Sound Freshman December 19.

Following the weekend encounter, Highline plays four consecutive road contests at Shoreline, Tacoma, Spokane and Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, against North Idaho Junior College.
Students Are Star TV Studio Here

Juniors and seniors at Skagit Valley Junior College recently participated in a program where they were interviewed on TV. The students, who were on the Junior College Channel, sat in the studio and were interviewed by two teachers of the College. The program was presented to the students in an effort to improve their public speaking skills.

Appointments Announced

Four members of the faculty at Skagit Valley Junior College have been appointed to new positions. Mr. George Dyer, Director of Continuing Education, and Mr. Jack Smith, Dean of the School of Business, have been appointed to new positions. Mr. Dyer will be responsible for all aspects of the School of Continuing Education, and Mr. Smith will be responsible for the School of Business.

The Lonely Man

The lonely man is here, all round you, at night. Yet do we know who or what they are? It's easier to ask who or what they are than it is to find them. It's easier to ask who or what they are than it is to find them. It's easier to ask who or what they are than it is to find them.

Youth (enthusiastically)


Youth: (engaged) Oh, I know. Sergeant: Right here on this paper you'll get a better price for it.

Youth: (enthusiastically) You've read about these diamond rings in Seventeen and Mademoiselle. Now you can get them at Danielson's in Burien. They're 18 K. gold with fine quality diamonds. If one of these rings is lost, your rifle and you'll get a better price for it.

Sleep!

Who's wearing these? Sergeant: A wise decision. You're a wise decision. Sergeant: You're a wise decision.